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Abstract— This paper describes a decentralised asynchronous
algorithm for negotiation in team decision and control problems, allowing multiple decision makers to propose and refine
future decisions to optimise a common non-linear objective or
cost function. A convergence requirement provides an intuitive
relationship between the communication frequency, transmission
delays and the degree of inter-agent coupling inherent in the
system. The coupling is defined by the cross derivative of the
objective function. The algorithm is applied to the control of
multiple vehicles performing a search task with simulation results
given.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper examines the decentralised optimisation problem encounted in continuous team decision problems (e.g.
distributed model predicitive control [1]). Classically this
optimisation problem is solved using conventional algorithms
by collecting the information at a single location [2], [3]. However, for large distributed systems containing many agents,
this centralised approach is not practical. To address this,
various distributed optimisation algorithms [4]–[6] have been
proposed. Generally, these methods decompose the single iterative optimisation algorithm into several smaller subproblems,
allowing the computation to be distributed among the agents.
However, the iterative structure of a distributed algorithm
can greatly affect its performance. Distributed algorithms can
be categorised into synchronous and asynchronous [6] methods. Synchronous algorithms require iterations to be executed
in a predetermined order and can be broken down into GaussSeidel and Jacobi types (see Fig. 1). The iterations in a GaussSeidel algorithm must be computed sequentially, possibly
causing the agents to be idle while waiting for their turn. The
collision avoidance algorithm presented in [7] is an example
of this type.
A Jacobi type algorithm allows the agents to work on
subproblems in parallel, but still requires each agent to wait
until information from all other agents has been received prior
to starting a new iteration. The formation control algorithm
presented in [8] falls in this category.
An asynchronous algorithm is similar to a Jacobi type,
but does not require each agent to wait before starting the
next iteration, an agent simply uses all the information it has
available at the time. This type of algorithm allows each agent
to compute and communicate at different rates without the
overall progress being limited by the slowest agent.
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Fig. 1.

Synchronous vs asynchronous iterations for a system of 3 agents.

Asynchronous algorithms can be further separated into totally asynchronous and partially asynchronous [9]. For totally
asynchronous algorithms, the age of the information an agent
has about another can become arbitrary large. While a partially
asynchronous algorithm requires this to be bounded. The
ADOPT algorithm [10] for distributed constraint optimization
problems with discrete decisions is an example of a totally
asynchronous algorithm.
The main contributions of this work are twofold: (i) the development of a practical decentralised partially asynchronous
optimisation algorithm for a team of agents coupled via a
common nonlinear objective function and (ii) a convergence
condition for the algorithm is presented which intuitively
relates the inherent inter-agent coupling to the communication
frequency and transmission delays.
Section II defines the team decision problem and introduces the decentralised solution method and presents the
main convergence result. Section III introduces a method to
estimate the inter-gent coupling and the general asynchronous
optimisation algorithm. Simulations results are presented for a
multi-vehicles search scenario in Section IV. Conclusions are
presented in Section V.
II. D ECENTRALISED D ECISION M AKING
Consider a team of p robotic agents, where each agent
i ∈ {1, . . . , p} is in charge of a local decision variable
vi ∈ Vi ⊆ ℜdi . The global team decision vector1 is given
by v = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vp ] and is defined on the product set
V = V1 × · · · × Vp ⊆ ℜd , where d = d1 + · · · + dp .
Assumption 1 (Decisions): The set of feasible decisions Vi
is convex for all agents i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
The team is required to select decisions such that a given
objective function J : V → ℜ is minimised
v∗ = arg min J(v),
(1)
v∈V
1 All

vectors are assumed to be column vectors. For simplicity the ‘transT T
pose’ has been omitted. Formally, v should be defined as [vT
1 , . . . , vp ] .

where v∗ is the desired optimal global decision. It is noted
that this definition of the decision problem excludes hard
constraints between the agents.
Assumption 2 (Objective Function): The objective function
J is twice differentiable, convex and bounded from below.
Under assumptions 1 and 2, a necessary and sufficient
condition [11] for v∗ to be optimal is
(ν − v∗ )T ∇J(v ∗ ) ≥ 0, for all ν ∈ V.
(2)
In terms of each agents local decision, this can be written as
(ν i − v∗i )T ∇i J(v∗ ) ≥ 0, for all ν i ∈ Vi ,
(3)
for all i, where v∗i is the ith agents component of the optimal
decision v∗ and ∇i J(v∗ ) ∈ ℜdi is the gradient vector with
respect to the ith agents decision, evaluated at v∗ .
It is noted that if J is not convex, (3) corresponds to the
first order necessary condition for the point v∗ to be a local
minima.
To explicitly exclude the possibility of a centralised solution
being considered, it is assumed that each agent can only
compute the local gradient of the objective function ∇i J(v) ∈
ℜdi and possibly the local 2nd order derivatives ∇ii2 J(v)
corresponding to the di × di submatrix of the full Hessian.

To update the decision, each
 agent i determines the local
gradient vector ∇i J i v(l) and applies a positive definite
scaling matrix Ai (l)
 (e.g. an approximation to the local
Hessian ∇ii2 J i v(l) or simply the identity matrix I). The
decision is then updated by moving it in this direction and
projecting it back ontoa feasible decision
−1


A(l)
∇i J i v(l) ,
fi i v(l) = ProjVi i vi (l) − γi Ai (l)
(7)
i
where γi is a step size to be defined and ProjA
Vi ( · ) denotes
the projection onto the set Vi under the scaling of Ai and is
defined for any vector µi ∈ ℜdi as
T
i
ProjA
(8)
Vi (µi ) = arg min (ν i − µi ) Ai (ν i − µi ).

A. Distributed Asynchronous Optimisation
The proposed solution method allows each agent to propose
an initial decision and then to incrementally refining it, while
intermittently communicating these refinements to the team.
The distributed nature of the problem requires each agent to
execute and communicate asynchronously, thus the information it has about other agents may be outdated. It is assumed
each agent maintains a local copy of the overall team decision.
At discrete time l for agent i this is given by
i
v(l) = [i v1 (l), i v2 (l), . . . , i vp (l)].
(4)
Where pre-superscripts represents a copy held by a specific
agent, while subscripts represent a specific agents decision,
e.g. i vj (l) represents agent i’s local copy of agent j’s decision.
The variable l is simply used to represent when discrete
events take place (such as when an agent computes an update
or communicates) and does not require each agent have access
to a global clock.
To include the effects of communication delays, the variable
τij (l) will denote when agent j’s local copy j vi (l)
 was
generated by agent i and hence j vi (l) = i vi τij (l) . It is
assumed that τii (l) = l and thus agent i always has the
latest copy of its own decision. Using this notation, (4) can
be written as



i
v(l) = 1 v1 τ1i (l) , . . . , p vp τpi (l) .
(5)

C. Communication
Communication is initiated by agent i sending a message,
at some time l ∈ TijC ⊆ {0, 1, 2, . . .} to agent j containing
its latest decision i vi (l). After some communication delay
bij (l) agent j receives and incorporates it into its local copy of
the team decision
 received
 vector. Thus, when the message is
j
vi l + bij (l) = i vi (l) and hence τij l + bij (l) = l. To
ensure each agent obtains the decision of each other agent, all
agents must communicate to every other agent.
Assumption 4 (Bounded Delays): There exists finite positive constants Bij for all i and j such that
l − τij (l) ≤ Bij , for all l.
(10)
Informally, this can be relaxed so that Bij represents the maximum difference, measured in numbers of updates computed
by agent i, between i vi (l) and j vi (l).
It is noted that if the agents compute updates and communicate at a fixed frequency, the terms Bij of assumption 4
can be approximated by knowing: (i) the rate Ri of iterations
computed by agent i, (ii) the communicated rate Cij from i
to j, and (iii) the delivery delay Dij between agent i sending
and j receiving a message, using
B̂ij = Ri /Cij + Ri Dij .
(11)

B. Local Decision Refinement
To formalise the intuitive notion of decision refinement a
local update rule fi : V → Vi is defined for each agent that
modifies its local decision i vi , based on its copy of the team
decision vector i v. To allow each agent to perform updates
asynchronously a set of times TiU ⊆ {0, 1, 2, . . .} is associated
with each agent i that represent when the agent computes a
local update


fi i v(l) if l ∈ TiU ,
i
vi (l + 1) =
(6)
i
vi (l)
else.

ν i ∈Vi

The projection operation requires only local knowledge of the
feasible set Vi and the scaling matrix Ai (l).
Assumption 3 (Continuous Computation): There exists a finite constant C, such that for all l and i
∃ q ∈ TiU , such that q ∈ [l, l + C].
(9)
This ensures that the interval between updates computed by
each agent is bounded and thus, as l → ∞ the number of
updates computed by each agent also goes to ∞.

D. Convergence Results
The condition presented here relates the degree of interagent coupling and communication properties to the maximum
allowable step size. For each pair of agents, the magnitude
of inter-agent coupling is captured by a single scalar that
represents the maximum curvature of the objective function
in the subspace of the two agents decisions.
Assumption 5 (Coupling): The second derivatives of the
objective fucntion are finite. Thus, for every i and j, there
exists a finite positive constant Kij , such that
ν Ti ∇ij2 J(v) ν j ≤ kν i k Kij kν j k ,
(12)

for all v ∈ V and ν i ∈ ℜdi and ν j ∈ ℜdj . The matrix
∇ij2 J(v) corresponds to the di × dj submatrix of the Hessian
of the objective function.
The above assumption defines the inter-agent coupling Kij
for all agents i and j 6= i. For the case j = i, the term Kii
will be referred to as the internal coupling of agent i.
If the Hessian is available, the constants Kij can be com
puted using
Kij = max s ∇ij2 J(v) ,
(13)
v∈V

where s(M) represents the maximum singular value of matrix
M.
Theorem 1 (Convergence): Assumptions 1 – 5 provide sufficient conditions for the distributed optimisation algorithm
defined by (6) and (7) to converge to the global optimum for
all γi ∈ (0, Γi ) where
2 ai
X
Γi =
(14)

Kii +
Kij 1 + Bij + Bji
j6=i

and ai is a scaling normalisation factor given by

ai = min s Ai (l) ,
l∈TiC

(15)

where s(M) represents the minimum singular value of matrix
M. See [12] for a proof. If the objective function is not convex,
only convergence to a stationary point, obeying first order
optimality conditions, is guaranteed.
This theorem is an extension to the partially asynchronous
convergence theorem given in [5] and provides a unified way
of relating the inherent inter-agent coupling and communication structure with the speed at which an agent can refine its
local decision.
Based on Theorem 1 an algorithm can be developed by
defining the step size as
β ai
,
P
(16)
γi =
Kii + j6=i Kij 1 + Bij + Bji
for some β ∈ (0, 2). With this formulation, the main issue
becomes the evaluation of the coupling terms Kij . This poses
a significant problem, even for the internal coupling terms
Kii , since they require a solution to the maximisation problem
(13), which maybe as hard as the initial optimisation problem.
The inter-agent coupling terms pose an additional problem of
requiring non-local information about the cross derivatives.
These issues will be discussed further in Section III.
E. Communication and Convergence Rate
It has been previously shown [13] that the convergence rate
of a similar algorithm based directly on the work of Bertsekas
and Tsitsiklis [6] is linear, with an asynchronous convergence
p
ratio of
1 − γc,
(17)
where γ is a step size fixed for all agents and c is a problem
dependent constant. Although this expression was derived for
a slightly different algorithm, it is expected that the general
dependence will hold for the one defined by (6), (7) and
(16), which uses a separate step size for each agent. Thus,
this section will examine the convergence rate indirectly by
examining the relationship between the properties of the interagent communications and the step sizes.

By assuming the communication and computation rates, and
delivery delays are constant, the approximation for the delay
terms Bij given in (11) can be used. Combining this with (16),
the step size obeys the relation

X
β ai
Ri Rj 
. (18)
= Kii +
+
Kij 1+Ri Dij +Rj Dji +
γi
Cij Cji
j6=i

Now consider the properties of each term:
• Ri : Computation rate of agent i, dependent on available
computing power, will be considered a constant.
• Cij : Communication rate from i to j, directly controllable
be agent i, possibly subject to bandwidth constraints.
• Dij : Transmission delay from i to j, dependent on
physical communication infrastructure and possibly communication topology (if multi-hop routing or message
forwarding is used).
For simplicity this work will assume the network topology is
fully connected with fixed delays. A heuristic communication
policy is proposed which sets the communication rate proportional to the square root of the p
inter-agent coupling
(19)
Cij = ηi Kij .
The constant ηi can be chosen such that the strongest coupled
agent is sent a message after every local iteration, or to
satisfy some bandwidth limitations. This policy represents
a compromise between fast convergence, requiring a high
communication rate, and the practical requirements of limited
bandwidth (see [12] for details).
III. C OUPLING E STIMATION
Since it cannot be assumed each agent can evaluate the
full cross derivatives, it is not possible for any agent to solve
(13) for the coupling terms. This section will present an
approximation method for these terms that only relies on local
information.
Consider the Taylor expansion of J about a decision vector
v with a perturbation ∆v = [∆v1 , . . . , ∆vp ]
J(v + ∆v) ≈ J(v) +
p
p
p
X
1 XX
T
∆vi ∇i J(v) +
∆vTi ∇ij2 J(v) ∆vj . (20)
2
i=1
i=1 j=1
The use of the coupling Kij gives a maximum bound on
the value of the last term (see (12)). Thus, it is proposed to
approximate the inter-agent coupling by simply estimating this
term over successive iterations.
If only perturbations in the decisions of agents i and j are
considered, then the cross derivative term can be estimated
using
∆vTi ∇ij2 J(v)∆vj ≈ ∆vTi ∇i J(v + ∆vj ) − ∆vTi ∇i J(v).
With some abuse of notation, the vector v + ∆vj is assumed
to represent v + [0, . . . , 0, ∆vj , 0, . . . , 0]. The inter-agent coupling Kij can now be estimated using
∆vTi
∆vTi
1
∇i J(v + ∆vj ) −
∇i J(v) ,
Kij ≈
k∆vj k k∆vi k
k∆vi k
where the absolute value is used to maintain a positive
∆vi
estimate. By defining ei = k∆v
, the above equation can
ik

be considered as the difference between the gradient of J in
the direction ei before and after a perturbation in agent j’s
decision.
By evaluating this at each iteration, and defining ei and ∆vj
to lie in the update directions of agents i and j respectively,
the estimate will track the local curvature of the objective
function in the vicinity of the actual team decision and in
directions where the decisions are actively being refined. This
is in contrast to using an absolute maximum over all positions
and directions, as suggested in (12) and will result in a more
appropriate value.
Thus, if agent i maintains the two most recent decisions
communicated from agent j, i vj and i vold
j , the coupling can
be estimated by agent i at each iteration using
1
i
K̂ij =
eT ∇i J(i v) − eTi ∇i J(i vold,j ) ,
(21)
k∆vj k i
i old,j
where ∆vj = i vj − i vold
= v − [0, . . . , ∆vj , . . . , 0],
j , v
and ei is chosen to lie in the direction the local decision will
i
be updated in, defined in (6) as A−1
i ∇i J( v).
This allows the inter-agent coupling to be evaluated locally
be each agent using only gradient evaluations. Further more,
only the inner product between the gradient and a unit vector
is required, which can be significantly cheaper than a direct
gradient evaluation.
A. Dynamic Communication Rates
Through the communication policy (19), the communication
rate is determined by the inter-agent coupling, which will be
expected to change throughout the optimisation procedure. As
a consequence, the communication rates can be adjusted to
automatically adapt to the changing requirements of the system
as it traverses through the joint decision space V.
B. Dynamic Step Size
In turn, the approximate coupling terms and current communication rates are used to calculate the step size γi of the
current iteration
β âi (l)
X
(22)
γi (l) =
.
i
i
K̂ij (l) 1 + B̂ij + B̂ji
K̂ii (l) +
j6=i

The internal coupling iK̂ii , representing the maximum curvature in the subspace of agent i’s decision, can be approximated
in a similar manner to iK̂ij or, if the Hessian submatrix
∇ii2 J(v) is available, can be calculated directly using
i
K̂ii (l) = eTi ∇ii2 J(i v) ei .
(23)
Similarly, the scaling normalisation constant ai is approximated with
âi (l) = eTi Ai (l) ei .
(24)
To accommodate for possible underestimation of the coupling and the inaccuracies in using B̂ij with varying communication rates, the value of β should be selected appropriately. For problems with slowly varying Hessians and small
communication delays, a large β can be used. However, for
large delays or rapidly varying Hessians, a value closer to zero
should be employed. For the results presented in this paper a
value of β = 1.5 was used. The final distributed optimisation
algorithm is given by Fig. 2.
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Local optimisation algorithm for agent i

Initialise decision vector i v = [i v1 , . . . , i vn ]
for all j 6= i do
Initialise communication link to j
Exchange computation rates Ri and Rj
Determine communication delays Dij and Dji
end for
repeat
gi ⇐ ∇i J(i v) (Local gradient)
Ai ⇐ ∇ii2 J(i v) or I (Generate scaling matrix)
di ⇐ −A−1
gi (Update direction)
i
ei ⇐ di / kdi k (Unit vector in update direction)
âi ⇐ eTi Ai ei (scaling normalisation)
gei ⇐ eTi gi (Gradient in update direction)
i
K̂ii ⇐ eTi ∇ii2 J(i v) ei (Or via finite diff. approx.)
for all j 6= i do (Calculate coupling and delay terms† )
i old,j
v
⇐ i v − [0, . . . , ∆vj , . . . , 0] (Perturbed decision)
old
gei ⇐ e˛Ti ∇i J(i vold,j
˛ ) (Perturbed gradient)
i
K̂ij ⇐ ˛gei − geoldi ˛ / k∆vj k (Inter-agent coupling)
B̂ij ⇐ Ri /Cij + Ri Dij (Inter-agent delay terms)
B̂ji ⇐ Rj /Cji + Rj Dji (Requires comm. rates of j)
end for
β âi
γi ⇐
´ (Step size)
`
P
iK̂ +
iK̂
ii
ij 1 + B̂ij + B̂ji
j6=i
´
`
i
i i
vi ⇐ ProjA
(Update local decision)
vi + γi di
Vi
for all j 6= q
i do (Manage communications)
q
Cij ⇐ η iK̂ij (η = Ri / maxj6=i iK̂ij or is determined

by some bandwidth constraint)
26:
if Req. to send msg to j then (Determined from Cij )
27:
Send mij = i vi to j
28:
end if
29:
if Msg mji = j vj received from j then
30:
∆vj ⇐ i vj − j vj (Determine change in external decision)
i
31:
vj ⇐ j vj (Update local copy)
32:
Use time between messages to estimate Cji
33:
end if
34:
end for
35: until Converged
† The inter-agent coupling iK̂
ij can only be estimated after two messages
have been received from j.

As noted, the inter-agent coupling terms iK̂ij are estimated
using information from the two previous messages communicated by j. Thus, before this information has been received
no estimate can be made and the term can be set to zero. For
simplicity, the extra logic required to deal with this situation
has been ignored.
IV. M ULTI -V EHICLE S EARCH
A typical scenario of interest is the search for a lost object
or target by multiple vehicles, (e.g. maritime search for a
capsized yacht at sea using multiple search aircraft). The
search problem was first examined by Stone [14] and more
recently by Bourgault et al. [15]–[17].
This paper follows the general formulation of Bourgault,
which uses a receding horizon control method, whereby a
open loop plan is generated by optimising the controls over a
finite planning horizon. Only the initial portion of the plan is
implemented, afterwhich a new plan is generated.
A. System Description
1) Lost Object: The object state is given by its 2D position
xo = [xo , yo ]T and is assumed to lie within the domain X ⊆
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Fig. 3. Probability of detection as a function of ground distance to target
from an aircraft travelling at a fixed altitude of 250m.
2

ℜ . It is assumed that the object has slow dynamics compared
to the motion of the vehicles and thus, can be approximated
as stationary.
2) Search Vehicles: The state of the ith vehicle is given by
its 2D position and heading, ri = [xi , yi , θi ] ∈ Ri and travel
at constant altitude hi and velocity Vi . They are controlled
from time tk to tk+1 = tk + ∆t by applying a fixed turn
rate uk+1
∈ Ui ⊆ ℜ, where Ui models the control limits
i
(and is thus a convex set). The resulting motion is assumed
deterministic and denoted by rk+1
= fik (rki , uki ).
i
3) Observations: Each aircraft is equipped with a downward looking scanning radar. It is assumed at each time step
the sensor either detects the position of the object accurately
zki = D and the mission is over, or no detection is made
zki = D.
The observations are modelled by the conditional probability distribution P (zki |x; rki ). This determines the probability
of receiving an observation zki given the object position x
and vehicles state rki . The modelled probability of detection
adopted in this work is based on [15] and has the form
1
(25)
P (zki = D|x; rki ) = a1 4 e−a1 d ,
d
where a1 and a2 are constants and d is the distance between
the sensor and the object. The function used in the example
is plotted in Fig. 3. The probability of not detecting the target
is defined as P (zki = D|x; rki ) = 1 − P (zki = D|x; rki ). The
combined or joint observation is denoted by zk = [zk1 , . . . , zkp ].
B. Recursive Bayes Filtering
Baysian filtering is used to maintain the probability density
function (PDF) of the position of the object. This requires the
search team be given some prior belief of the target location
based on specific domain knowledge, such as the estimate of
a distress call. Once this has been established, the belief at
any later stage can be constructed recursively.
Consider the system at a given time step k. The team’s state
is given by rk = [rk1 , . . . , rkp ] and the PDF of x, conditioned on
all past observations and agent configurations, is P (x|Zk ; Rk ),
where Zk = [z1 , . . . , zk ] and Rk = [r1 , . . . , rk ] and Z0 =
R0 = ∅.
When a joint control action, uk = [uk1 , . . . , ukp ] is taken, the
new state of the vehicles becomes rk+1 , and a joint observation
zk+1 is taken. Since the target is assumed stationary and
assuming the observations are conditionally independent, the
prior PDF can be updated directly using Bayes rule
p
Y
1
k
k
k+1
k
Λk+1
(x), (26)
P (x|Z
; R ) = k+1 P (x|Z ; R )
i
ρ
i=1

where Λk+1
(x) , P (zk+1
|x; rk+1
) is the ith vehicles likelii
i
i
and vehicle
hood function defined once the observation zk+1
i
k+1
are
known,
and
ρ
is
a
normalisation
configuration rk+1
i
constant. For the ith vehicle to update its PDF, it must receive
(x) from all other vehicles j 6= i.
the likelihood function Λk+1
j
For simplicity, it is assumed each vehicle communicates the
likelihood directly to every other vehicle.
C. Trajectory Control
The vehicles will be controlled using receding horizon
control. Thus, at each time k an optimal planning problem
is constructed over a fixed time horizon of N steps. The
objective function is defined by considering the probability
of the target not being detected over this horizon. For the
system at time k, with vehicle states rk1 , . . . , rkp and object
PDF P (x|Zk ; Rk ), the objective function for a given open
loop control plan uk:k+N −1 = [uk , . . . , uk+N −1 ] is
J k (uk:k+N −1 ) =
Z
p
N Y
Y
P (zik+ℓ = D̄|x; rik+ℓ )dx, (27)
P (x|Zk ; Rk )
X

ℓ=1 i=1
k+ℓ
where ri
is calculated recursively
using rk+ℓ+1
= fik+ℓ (rik+ℓ , uik+ℓ ).
i

−1
from rki and uk:k+N
i

Assuming the time required to perform the minimisation of
(27) is small compared to the dynamics of the system (and
the time horizon ∆tN ), the optimal control problem can be
solved using the algorithm in Fig. 2.
The objective function has a minimum value of zero and,
assuming the prior PDF is smooth, the objective function is
twice differeciable (since the motion and observation models
are also smooth). However, it cannot be expected to be convex
and thus only a local optimum can be expected.
D. Numerical Results
Due to space requirements only a single scenario is considered here. This consists of 5 vehicles, starting in two groups
as shown in Fig. 4(a). Each vehicles planned trajectory is
parameterised such that a single turn rate is held constant for
5 time steps of 1s duration. For a time horizon of 25s, this
results in a decentralised optimisation problem (that is resolved
every time step) involving 25 parameters distributed over the
5 vehicles.
Snapshots of the scenario are shown in Fig. 4(a) – (d),
also displayed are the planned future trajectories (dashed).
The inter-agent coupling structure, across the whole team,
for each optimal planning problem is displayed in Fig. 4(e)
– (h) for each optimisation problem represented in Fig. 4(a)
– (d) respectively. Each matrix element represents the average of the coupling estimates generated by each agent, for
the corresponding instance of the optimal planning problem,
normalised against the maximum. At the start of the scenario,
only the adjacent vehicles are coupled. While as the mission
evolves, the coupling adapts to reflect the degree of overlap of
the vehicles future observations. For example consider agent
3 in Fig. 4(b), from Fig. 4(f) agent 3 is strongly coupled to
agent 2, which has an adjacent future trajectory, while slightly
less coupled to agents 4 and 5 which have less of their future
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issue, an approximation method was introduced that allows
each agent to calculate its coupling to each other agent
using only local information. The estimate is based on a
finite difference approximation of the cross derivative terms
and is evaluated using communicated information from two
subsequent iterations.
The algorithm was applied to the on-line control of a
simulated multi-vehicle search problem. For this scenario,
it was observed the inter-agent coupling is related to the
potential overlap between the future observations and gives
an intuitive requirement on which vehicles must communicate
when generating future plans, and often results in a very sparse
communication topology.

5

(h)

Fig. 4. (a) – (d) Snapshots at k = 10, 30, 60 and 150 respectively. The
dashed lines represent the optimal future trajectory of each agent. The PDF
of the target is represented by the shading, with dark (light) representing high
(low) probability density. (e) – (h) The corresponding inter-agent coupling for
each snapshot in (a) – (d). The ith row of each matrix represents the average
of iK̂ij throughout the optimisation procedure, scaled to the maximum
throughout the team. Dark (light) represents high (low) coupling.

trajectories adjacent to agent 3’s. Further more, agent 3 is not
coupled to agent 1.
The coupling is used to determine how often to communicate to the rest of the agents in the team through the policy
(19). It is surprising that this purely mathematical construction
agrees with the intuitive notion that only vehicles that will
observe similar regions are coupled and should communicate
while generating joint plans.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented a distributed asynchronous optimisation algorithm for multi-agent decision problems involving
continuously varying decisions and twice differentiable objective functions. The algorithm allows each agent to incrementally refine their decision while intermittently receiving
updates from the rest of the team. To guarantee convergence,
a sufficient condition was presented which intuitively relates
communication frequency, transmission delays and the amount
of inter-agent coupling inherent within the system, to the rate
at which each agent’s local decision may be refined.
The inter-agent coupling is related to the cross derivatives of
the objective function and requires considerable knowledge of
the structure of the team objective function. To overcome this
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